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We consider a two-dimensional system initialized in a topologically trivial state before its Hamiltonian
is ramped through a phase transition into a Chern insulator regime. This scenario is motivated by current
experiments with ultracold atomic gases aimed at realizing time-dependent dynamics in topological
insulators. Our main findings are twofold. First, considering coherent dynamics, the nonequilibrium Hall
response is found to approach a topologically quantized time-averaged value in the limit of slow but
nonadiabatic parameter ramps, even though the Chern number of the state remains trivial. Second, adding
dephasing, the destruction of quantum coherence is found to stabilize this Hall response, while the Chern
number generically becomes undefined. We provide a geometric picture of this phenomenology in terms
of the time-dependent Berry curvature.
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Introduction.—Exploring the unique properties of
topological insulators [1,2] such as Chern insulators [3]
has become a major focus of research in physics. At zero
temperature, the direct correspondence between the Chern
number of the ground state, the Hall conductance, and the
chiral edge states is well established [4,5]. By contrast, far
from thermal equilibrium the topological properties of the
time-dependent Hamiltonian and the state may not concur
[6–10], and their relation to natural observables is a subject
of ongoing open discussion [11–17]. Yet, such nonequilibrium scenarios generically occur in present experiments
on ultracold gases [18–26], where starting from a topologically trivial initial state, the Hamiltonian is driven into a
topological parameter regime, thus going through a topological quantum phase transition [cf. Fig. 1(a)]. However,
the Chern number of the state is well known to remain zero
under coherent dynamics. This topological discrepancy
between the actual state versus the Hamiltonian immediately raises the challenge as to which manifestations of
topology can be observed, even without entering a Chern
insulator state, i.e., without adiabatically following the
ground state. Below, we report two major theoretical
contributions to address this issue, which may also shed
light on ongoing experiments aimed at observing quantum
Hall physics with cold atoms.
First we show that the nonequilibrium bulk Hall response
can be quantized—at least in an asymptotic sense—
reflecting uniquely the topology of the instantaneous
Hamiltonian, despite the nontopological nature of the state
at all times. Our main result on the coherent dynamics is
shown in Fig. 1(b): a nonequilibrium Hall response
exhibiting strongly oscillatory behavior in time is found
to build up when the Hamiltonian enters a Chern insulator
regime. The time-averaged Hall response at large times
approaches a topologically quantized value in the limit of
0031-9007=16=117(12)=126803(5)

slow but nonadiabatic ramps. Second, we find that adding
classical noise induced dephasing not only stabilizes this
Hall response [see Fig. 1(c)] but also allows for a geometric
interpretation that eludes the standard notion of Chern
numbers in closed systems (see Figs. 2 and 3). The central
entity underlying this picture is the time-dependent Berry
curvature of the density matrix describing the mixed state
of the open system. In particular, we find that the Berry
curvature generically acquires discontinuities [see
Figs. 2(d) and 3(d)] that render the Chern number not
well defined. This is found to originate from the interplay
of the Landau-Zener (LZ) dynamics [31] around the gap
closing and dephasing without energy relaxation. These
observations allow us to explain the behavior of the Hall
response, including its dependence on the ramp velocity
and asymptotic quantization. While recent studies have
focused on the coherent dynamics of chiral edge states
[9,10], our present theoretical findings reveal a conclusive
picture of bulk response properties in nonequilibrium
Chern insulators beyond the coherent framework.
Topological discrepancy: Hamiltonian versus state.—
As a paradigmatic example [32] of a Chern insulator [3]
exhibiting quantum Hall physics, we consider a timedependent lattice version of the massive 2D Dirac
Hamiltonian [33]
HðmðtÞÞ ¼

X
X
c†k Hk (mðtÞ)ck ¼
c†k ½d~ k (mðtÞ) · σ~ ck :
k

k

ð1Þ
Here, ck denotes the two-spinor of fermionic operators at
lattice momentum k, and d~ k ðmðtÞÞ ¼ ( sinðkx Þ; sinðky Þ;
mðtÞ þ cosðkx Þ þ cosðky Þ), where energy is measured in
units of the hopping strength. For fixed m, the lower band
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FIG. 1. (a) Parameter ramp in the system Hamiltonian from
the nontopological to the topological regime through a phase
transition. The insets show cuts of the band structure along the kx
axis (ky ¼ 0), illustrating (i) the initial state, (ii) the creation of
excitations near the energy gap closing point, and (iii) the
nonequilibrium state after the transition. (b),(c) Nonequilibrium
Hall response Σxy ðtÞ [see Eq. (4)] and quasistatic ansatz Σ~ xy ðtÞ
[see Eq. (5)], with (b) coherent and (c) dephasing dynamics
for the dephasing rate γ k ¼ 0.15, for the ramp mðtÞ ¼ mi þ
ðmf − mi Þ½1 − expð−vtÞ, mi ¼ −2.7, mf ¼ −1.0, v ¼ 0.1 of
the Hamiltonian (1). In (b), Cs of the pure state [see Eq. (2)]
trivially equals Σ~ xy , and the dashed horizontal line denotes the
long-time average of Σxy . System size: 120 × 120 sites in all
simulations. The finite size [27] causes a small deviation of Cs
from zero in (b).

of Hk ðmÞ has Chern number C ¼ −sgnðmÞ for 0 < jmj < 2,
while C ¼ 0 otherwise. In the following, we will focus on the
experimental relevant situation where the topology of
HðmðtÞÞ changes from trivial to nontrivial as mðtÞ ¼ mi þ
ðmf − mi Þ½1 − e−vt  ðt ≥ 0Þ is ramped from mi to mf with
velocity v, undergoing a topological transition with an energy
gap closing at time t ¼ tc and momentum kc ¼ 0 [see
Fig. 1(a)]. The initial state is assumed to be the insulating
ground state of Hamiltonian Hðmi Þ at half filling, i.e., a
topologically trivial state.
To account for the generically mixed states appearing in
the open system dynamics, we consider the time-dependent
density matrix ρðtÞ. Assuming the conservation of latticetranslation invariance, ρðtÞ factorizes into the components
ρk ðtÞ ¼ 12 ½1 þ n~ k ðtÞ · σ~  at lattice momentum k in the first
Brillouin zone (BZ), where σ~ denotes the standard Pauli
matrices. The vector n~ k describes the polarization of ρk on
the Bloch sphere and its length pk ¼ j~nk j2 ≤ 1 measures
the purity of the state, which has been coined the purity
gap [34–37]. For pk ðtÞ > 0, topologically inequivalent
states at time t are distinguished by the instantaneous Chern
number [38]

0

1

FIG. 2. Berry curvature F k . (a),(b) Lower band F k for (a) the
initial Hamiltonian Hðmi Þ and (b) the final Hamiltonian Hðmf Þ.
(c) F k ðtÞ for the coherently evolved state at t > tc . (d) Discountinous F k for the dephased steady state. Corresponding weighted
pﬃﬃﬃ
curvature pk F k [the integrand of Eq. (5)] is shown in panel (e).
(f) F ðkx ; 0Þ of the coherently evolved states at t > tc , for v ¼ 0.1
and v ¼ 0.5, respectively. The simulations are done with a local
adaptive method in momentum space resolving system sizes of
up to 1795 × 1795 sites. Ramp velocity v ¼ 0.5 (c)–(e),
mi ¼ −2.5, mf ¼ −1.

1
Cs ðtÞ ¼
2π

Z
BZ

d2 kF k ðtÞ;

ð2Þ

where the Berry curvature is defined as
1
F k ¼ − n̂k · ½ð∂ kx n̂k Þ × ð∂ ky n̂k Þ
ð3Þ
2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
with n̂k ¼ n~ k = pk . For pk ≡ 1, Cs reduces to the standard
Chern number of a pure state.
Under coherent evolution, which simply acts as a smooth
unitary transformation on ρk ðtÞ, Cs is constant in time.
Here, while the Hamiltonian (1) enters a topologically
nontrivial Chern insulator regime for t > tc, the Chern
number of the state Cs ≡ 0 at all times. Beyond coherent
dynamics where the state generically becomes mixed with
pk < 1, Cs is protected by the purity gap provided it is
finite. If the purity gap closes, i.e., pk ¼ 0 for some k, Cs
becomes undefined.
Nonequilibrium bulk Hall response.—We dynamically
probe the nonequilibrium Hall response
Z
1
Σxy ðtÞ ¼
d2 kTr½jy ρk ðtÞ;
ð4Þ
Ex BZ
where the current jy in the y direction is generated by a
small electric field Ex in the x direction (the 2D system is
defined in the xy plane), and we measure conductance in
units of e2 =h. To probe the Hall response of the system, we
switch on a small homogenous electric field at t ¼ 0 as
Ex ðtÞ ¼ E0 ½1 − expð−t=τe Þ as generated by a spatially
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FIG. 3. (a) Bloch vector n̂k of the coherently evolving state
at t ≫ tc . Arrows depict the in-plane configuration ðn̂xk ; n̂yk Þ,
whereas nzk is indicated with color. (b) Occupation in the
eigenbasis of Hðmf Þ parametrized by n~ zk. Contour Γp (closed
white curve) defined by n~ zk ¼ 0, i.e., at an equal weight superposition of the upper and lower band. (c) n̂z ðkx ; 0Þ as a smooth
function of kx for ky ¼ 0 for the coherently time-evolved state
(blue solid) and the ground state of Hðmf Þ (blue dashed).
(d) n̂zk ðkx ; 0Þ for the dephased steady state, which exhibits a
discontinuous jump around the purity gap closing point.
mi ¼ −2.5, mf ¼ −1, v ¼ 0.5 in all plots. γ k ¼ 0.5 in (d).
The system size is 120 × 120 sites in all plots.

homogeneous time-dependent vector potential, thus preserving translation invariance. In experiments on cold
atoms in optical lattices, such an electric field can be
synthetically generated [24]. In our simulations, we choose
τe ¼ 5.0 and E0 ¼ 0.001, so that the electric field is
sufficiently small to have a negligible effect on the state.
To gain intuition for the nonequilibrium nature of the
Hall response Σxy ðtÞ, we formally interpret ρk ðtÞ at every
point in time as a canonical thermal density matrix
~ k , i.e.,
associated with a (fictitious) Hamiltonian H
~k
−H
ρk ∼ e . In this picture, the corresponding equilibrium
Hall conductance Σ~ xy ðtÞ as derived [28] from the standard
Kubo formula [39] reads
1
Σ~ xy ðtÞ ¼
2π

Z
BZ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
d2 k pk ðtÞF k ðtÞ:

ð5Þ

The deviation of Σ~ xy ðtÞ from the exact value Σxy ðtÞ serves
as a measure of how different the nonequilibrium Hall
response is from its equilibrium counterpart associated with
the same instantaneous state. Note that even if the purity
gap p closes, Σ~ xy stays well defined by the definition
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ k
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pk F k ¼ 0 for pk ¼ 0. The intuition behind this conpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tinuation is that pk ¼ 0 represents an infinite temperature
state that does not contribute to the Hall conductance.
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Quantized Hall response without Chern insulator
state.—As a first main result, we show the nonequilibrium
Hall response under coherent dynamics where the Chern
number Cs ðtÞ is pinned to zero at all times [see Fig. 1(b)].
During the nonadiabatic ramp of mðtÞ through the gap
closing [see Fig. 1(a)], the nonequilibrium population of
the eigenstates of HðmðtÞÞ is determined by LZ physics
[31]: away from kc where the energy gap is larger than the
ramp velocity v at all times, the system stays in the ground
state, while close to kc excitations and coherent superpositions of ground and excited states, respectively, are
created. Right at kc , the excited state is populated with
probability 1, thus rendering ρðtÞ orthogonal to the ground
state of the final Hamiltonian Hðmf Þ. We note that for pure
states Σ~ xy ¼ Cs . Hence, also Σ~ xy has to stay zero at all
times in the thermodynamic limit. By contrast, a significant
nonequilibrium Hall response Σxy ðtÞ that shows a strongly
oscillatory behavior is found to build up dynamically [see
Fig. 1(b)]. In even stronger disagreement with the zero Chern
number, its time-averaged value over many oscillation
periods approaches asymptotically the quantized value of
a Chern band in the limit of small v. Our subsequent analysis
regarding the influence of dephasing will give a geometrical
picture reconciling of this discrepancy.
Stablization of Hall response by dephasing.—We now
show that upon adding classical noise to the dynamics,
which induces dephasing, the oscillations of the Hall
response Σxy , as shown in Fig. 1(b) for coherent evolution,
damp out. This yields the smooth Hall response plotted
in Fig. 1(c)—well captured by Σ~ xy for t ≫ tc —which
becomes quantized in the slow ramp limit. In the noisy
dephasing dynamics the coherent superpositions of excited
and ground states of Hk ðmðtÞÞ are randomized, as
described by the master equation for the stochastically
averaged density matrix [40–42]
ρ_ k ¼ −i½Hk ðmÞ; ρk  þ γ k ½σ~ zk ρk σ~ zk − ρk :

ð6Þ

Here, σ~ ik ðtÞ denote the standard Pauli matrices in the basis
of the instantaneous Hamiltonian Hk ðmðtÞÞ at lattice
momentum k. In addition to the Hamiltonian part, Eq. (6)
contains a noise-induced pure dephasing term, which preserves the population of the instantaneous eigenstates of
Hk ðmðtÞÞ and thus the average energy, while the relative
phase coherence decays at a rate γ k [43]. The time evolution
generated by Eq. (6) does not preserve the purity of the
averaged density matrix.
Such a dephasing appears naturally in cold atom experiments with natural or engineered laser noise, where the
system parameters become stochastic functions of time. We
note that laser fluctuations act as a temporal global noise,
which uniformly affects the system. In particular, a fluctuating (global) mass parameter can result from frequency
fluctuations or the modulation of the laser light, while
(global) fluctuations in the hopping amplitude can arise
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from intensity variations. The dephasing terms in the
Hamiltonian underlying Eq. (6) are assumed to commute
with the system Hamiltonian, as discussed in Ref. [44]. In
the limit of fast fluctuations (white noise), the stochastically
averaged density matrix obeys the master equation (6).
While the values of both Σxy and Σ~ xy approach the
quantized value reflecting the Chern insulator Hamiltonian
in the slow ramp limit v ≪ 1 [45], the Chern number of
the steady state generically becomes undefined due to a
purity gap closing. To gain a deeper understanding of this
phenomenon, we study below the time-dependent geometric properties of the state described by the stochastically
averaged density operator.
Discontinuous Berry curvature and geometric analysis.—
In Fig. 2, we compare the Berry curvature [see Eq. (3)] of
the dephased and the coherently evolved states to that of the
ground states of both Hðmi Þ and Hðmf Þ. Remarkably, for
the dephased state, F k exhibits characteristic discontinuities [see Fig. 2(d)] that will allow us to explain the behavior
of the Hall response reported above. Note that the experimental observation of the Berry curvature for a system of
ultracold atoms has recently been reported [26].
To reveal the effects of dephasing, we represent the density
matrix in the eigenbasis of the instantaneous Hamiltonian
HðmðtÞÞ, here denoted by ρk ðtÞ ¼ 12 ½1 þ n~ k ðtÞ · σ~ k ðtÞ. In
this basis, the occupation of the upper band at momentum k is
simply given by ð1 þ n~ zk Þ=2, and the dephased steady state is
of the form
1
1
ρsk ¼ ð1 þ n~ zk σ~ zk Þ ¼ ½1 þ n~ zk d̂k ðmf Þ · σ~ ;
2
2

ð7Þ

which is diagonal in the basis of the final Hamiltonian Hðmf Þ
with d̂k ¼ d~ k =jd~ k j and has purity jn~ zk j2. From the coherent LZ
dynamics at t > tc , we expect n~ zk ≈ 1 close to the gap closing
momentum kc and n~ zk ≈ −1 far away from kc [see Fig. 3(b)].
Hence, there must be a closed contour Γp around kc in the BZ
for t > tc, where the pure system state is an equal weight
superposition of the lower and the upper band [n~ zk ðtÞ ¼ 0].
On Γp , dephasing results in a completely mixed steady state
ρsk ¼ 12, implying a purity gap closing in the long-time limit.
To visualize this behavior, we show the Berry curvature
(see Fig. 2) and the Bloch sphere vector n̂k of the density
matrix ρk (see Fig. 3). In the coherent case n̂zk stays smooth
[see Figs. 3(a) and 3(c)], even though with decreasing v the
change of n̂zk becomes more and more steep. This gives rise to
a sharp peak in the Berry curvature [see Figs. 2(c) and 2(f)],
which renders Cs and Σ~ xy zero, irrespective of v. By contrast,
this peak in F k is absent in the dephased steady state [see
Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)]. Instead, from Eq. (7), we find that
n̂sk ¼

n~ zk
d̂ ðm Þ ¼ sgnðn~ zk Þd̂k ðmf Þ;
jn~ zk j k f

ð8Þ
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which exhibits a discontinuous jump by 2jd̂zk ðmf Þj on Γp [see
Fig. 3(d)], where n~ zk changes sign. This renders the mixed
state Chern number Cs [see Eq. (2)] undefined, as the Berry
curvature is not well defined on Γp . However, this discontinuity does not contribute to Σ~ xy as it concurs with the purity
gap closing pk ¼ 0. As we see from the asymptotic agreement of the blue and red curves in Fig. 1(c), Σ~ xy provides a
good intuition for the real Hall response Σxy long after tc.
To compute Σ~ xy [see Eq. (5)], the BZ is decomposed into
two patches A1 and A2 separated by Γp [see Fig. 3(b)].
From Eq. (7), we immediately conclude that F k is simply
the upper band (lower band) Berry curvature of the final
Hamiltonian Hðmf Þ on A1 (A2 ). The radius of A1 is
proportional to v. Therefore, in the limit of small v, the
value of the integral over the BZ is dominated by A2 and we
find to leading order in v [28]
1
v
Σ~ xy ¼ C −
;
2π jmf þ 2j

ð9Þ

approaching the value corresponding to the Chern number
C ¼ 1 of the lower band of Hðmf Þ. This reconciles the
behavior of the Hall response with the underlying mixed
state geometry, contrasting the discrepancy between Cs and
Σxy in the coherent dynamics.
Concluding discussion.—Our present analysis has been
based on translation-invariant systems of free fermions.
However, our key results are found to be robust in the
presence of various imperfections that may occur in real
experimental settings. In particular, we have carefully
verified that both a trapping potential and weak static
disorder only lead to minor quantitative changes in the Hall
response [28]. Regarding many-body interactions, the
nearly insulating character of the state is expected to limit
the influence of multiparticle scattering on the bulk
response properties.
In summary, we have shown how the topology of
the instantaneous Hamiltonian can manifest itself in the
bulk response of a system far from thermal equilibrium,
even if its state stays nontopological. In the presence of
dephasing we were able to provide a geometric explanation
of this phenomenon that goes beyond the well-established
framework of topological quantum numbers in closed
systems. These results are of immediate relevance for
current experiments on synthetic material systems where
the preparation of topologically nontrivial Hamiltonians is
state of the art while preparing their ground state, or at least
a low temperature thermal state, remains an open challenge.
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Note added.—Recently, two papers focusing on the nonequilibrium Hall response in the coherent quench dynamics
starting from a topologically nontrivial initial state have
appeared [46,47].
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